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    This paper is a more thorough explanation of the issues introduced by the 
author at the Fourth Annual Foreign Language Symposium held at the Center 
for Language Education, Chiba University on December 16, 2006.  
 
What is Extensive Reading? 
    There are many definitions of Extensive Reading (ER). For the purpose of this 
paper, ER will be described thus- 
Students read graded readers quickly to get massive amounts of comprehensible 
input in English. 
 
    The main problem some ER practitioners would have with this definition is 
that students read graded readers as opposed to newspaper, magazines or any 
other sort of reading material. While the author acknowledges the usefulness of 
any reading material which interests students, the contents of this paper will be 
confined to graded readers in order to narrow the discussion to a manageable 
size. Massive should be read to mean a student reads considerably more than 
they would normally read. In most cases that would be at least one book a week. 
In the Japanese education system, students often read one book in class along 
with their teacher and classmates over several weeks or months. In comparison, 
one book a week is a massive amount.  It should be noted that some students 
would be reading a quite thin book of perhaps 30 pages while other students 
would be reading books which are hundreds of pages long. The key point is that 
each student is reading the right book for their own level. 
 
A Typical ER Programme 
    Perhaps the easiest way to give readers a clear image of what ER involves is to 
give an example of how a typical programme works. Here a programme at 
Kaisei Academy, a private junior and senior high school for boys in Tokyo, will 
be explained. 
    The programme is part of the weekly English Conversation class taken by all 
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300 grade nine students. When a student enters the classroom, he has a graded 
reader with him which he has read for homework. He sits down at his desk and 
fills out a paper covering, among other things,  the name of the book he read, its 
level, the number of words it contains and his opinion of it. During the 50 
minute class, he will not read the book, but he will use it. For example the lesson 
for that conversation class might be how to convince someone of something. The 
teacher would give a short lesson on the language used in convincing someone 
to your point of view and then the student would try to convince several other 
students that his book was worth reading. This is a very practical lesson as at the 
end of class every student returns their current book and signs out a new book 
to be read for homework.  Some of them will borrow a book they heard about 
from a friend earlier in the class. Every student must read at least one book a 
week, but in reality many students read a lot more than that.  
    Schools vary in the way they do ER, but the key issues are mentioned in the 
above programme. For example, when and where the students read the book, 
how they keep track of what they have read and where they borrow the books.  
These issues will be considered in more detail in the setting up a programme 
section below. 
 
Why should you do ER? 
    Before explaining how to set up a programme, it is important to explain how 
indispensable ER is to any English language programme. ER can be seen as the 
glue which keeps the other parts of your programme together.  A strong English 
programme will involve many parts.  Students are often taught grammar by one 
teacher, reading skills by another and speaking skills by yet another. ER gives 
the students a chance to see how it all goes together. They can see how the 
language they are studying is actually used. Five aspects of why students 
should do ER will now be discussed to clarify what is meant by the image of ER 
being the glue that holds together a good programme. 
 
Motivation 
     A unit in a textbook often teaches one specific grammatical point. Students 
spend a class or several classes covering the material and then are usually tested 
on it before moving on to the next unit. That next unit might not review the 
previous work at all. By doing ER in conjunction with their normal class study, 
students can see how the material they have been covering is actually used. That 
is already motivating, but is doubly so when students can see the direct result of 
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their study. As students learn more grammar they can move up a level in their 
extensive reading. For example, using the Oxford University Press system as can 
be seen on the inside back cover of Waring’s ER pamphlet (Waring, 2000) we 
find that learning the simple past tense will help students move from the Starter 
level to Level One in the Oxford Bookworms Series. Other publishers have 
similar systems to define their levels. From five years of teaching ER, I can safely 
say students are quite happy when they move up a level.  The feeling of 
accomplishment is a great motivation for them. 
 
Comprehensible Input 
    Please consider the word COME. What does it mean? The Longman Dictionary 
of Contemporary English (Summers, 1992) gives 18 core meanings including six 
fixed phrases and almost two additional pages of phrasal verbs such as a 
strange feeling came over her or she came up in the world.  That is just for one 
verb. How could a nonnative speaker learn all the material needed to learn a 
language through rote memorization?  The volume of material is overwhelming.  
Students need to encounter the material again and again so they don’t forget 
what they have learned.  ER gives them the opportunity to see the material in 
context in a form they can comprehend. 
 
Vocabulary Improvement 
    Studies suggest we need to encounter a new word 15 to 20 times in order to 
remember it (Waring, 2000). As we saw above, words can have different 
meanings and their collocates, words they are often seen with, also have to be 
learned. Learning a core vocabulary with each meaning of each word and its 
collocates by rote memorization is a tremendous task.  Again, ER provides the 
student with the interaction with words which is needed. The research which 
has been done shows “the value of reading as a means of increasing vocabulary” 
(Nation and Coady, 1988, p. 108). 
 
Lifetime Learning 
    One of the great things about ER is that students take responsibility for their 
own learning.  They pick the book and they decide to stop reading it if they 
don’t like it. They decide how many books they will read beyond the usual 
minimum of one book a week. In today’s Japan where lifelong employment is 
becoming more rare, being able to educate oneself will be a great advantage. For 
many students, ER will be their first experience where they are making major 
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decisions in their own education rather than having a teacher tell them what to 
do. 
 
Learning about other Cultures 
    A large number of the graded readers are fiction with stories based in other 
countries. By reading these stories, students will learn about other cultures 
effortlessly. For example, look at the following line from the graded reader L.A. 
Movie  in which part of the story takes place in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  “I was 
going to meet Rik and some of the members of the crew for dinner at ten o’clock 
- an early time for dinner in B.A.” (Prowse, 1999, page 40). Not only will the 
reader learn that dinners are late in Buenos Aires, but in the same sentence they 
have learned that some cities around the world are know by their initials. The 
latter information will likely serve them well if they ever travel to Malaysia and 
hear someone talking about going to K.L. (Kuala Lumpur).  
 
How to set up a programme 
    In this section we will consider several important issues that need to be 
addressed when an ER programme is being created. 
 
When are where do students read? 
    The students can either read in class or out of class. Where budgets are tight 
and not many books are available reading the books in the classroom ensures 
there will be enough books in the class when students arrive. In situations 
where students do not usually do homework it is sometimes the only way to get 
students reading. For many schools though, the reading is done outside of the 
classroom.  In this way students can read in the time and place they prefer such 
as in the train or in their own room.  It is particularly useful for classes which 
don’t meet often as it increases the amount of time the students are working 
with the language. Finally it frees up class time so the students can interact more 
with their teacher and each other. 
 
Financing 
    Two types of financing are important to consider: initial and ongoing. To set 
up a program a fair amount of money is needed as at least two books per student 
are needed to have a variety of books. Equally important is having money 
available for subsequent years to buy additional books, replace lost books and to 
buy things such as library tape to protect books which have started to rip. Here 
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is a list of some potential costs of running a programme: 
 
• Address Labels to label books with word count etc.(A-one labels from 
LAOX)  4,400 labels for 5,000 yen 
• Book Cards (Any printer) 500 cards for 10,400 yen /  2,000 Cards for 
14,400 yen. 
• Book Carts (Brodart) US $175 per cart / Shipping US $184 per cart / Duty 
2,000 yen per cart 
• Book Pockets (Kihara) 1,000 pockets for 7,000 yen. 
• Books (Various publishers) 500-700 yen for most books. 
• Level Stickers (Ito-Ya) 360 stickers (6 colours x 60) 250 yen 
• List of books (EPER) Excel Spreadsheet about 7,500 yen 
 
Which books to buy 
    The two basic rules to remember when buying books are to buy as wide a 
variety of titles as possible and to have lots of low-level books.  At least as the 
start, buy one copy of each book rather than multiple copies so students will 
have as wide a selection as possible from which to choose. Once you have a 
good selection, buying additional copies of popular books is very useful as it 
allows students to do pair and group work on the same book such as reading 
circles and creating skits. 
    Low level books are useful as students can learn to read quickly before 
moving on to books from more difficult levels. They will learn to read chunks of 
language rather than reading word by word.  In addition, moving up a level is 
very motivating so it is best to start low. 
    Beyond the two basic rules for buying books, it is a good investment to buy 
the list of graded readers produced by the Edinburgh Programme for Extensive 
Reading(EPER). This list tells you which books are right for your students by 
showing you the intended age group of the audience, the level of difficulty, the 
genre and most importantly a ranking out of five stars for each book. Four and 
five star books are all worth buying. You can buy the list from the EPER website 
(www.ials.ed.ac.uk/eper/eperpubs.html).  Their Guide to Organising Programmes 
of Extensive Reading (Hill, 1992 in Suggested Readings) which is also available at 
the same website has a lot of good ideas. 
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A level System 
    You will need some way for the students to quickly differentiate between the 
easy and difficult books.  It is easy enough to put different colour stickers on the 
books representing different levels, but it is more difficult to decide a level for 
each book.  While each publisher has a level system set for their own books, the 
different publishers do not use the same level system.  So a Cambridge level 4 
book might be easier or more difficult than a Penguin level 4 book. You can look 
at the books yourself considering the length, vocabulary and number of pictures, 
but the easiest route is to buy the EPER list mentioned above as they have 
already decided a level for all graded readers which are sold in the United 
Kingdom. There are some readers available in Japan which can not be bought in 
the UK, so if you have any of those books, you would have to determine yourself 
which EPER level is appropriate. 
 
Where to keep the books 
    When considering where to keep the books, you must balance availability 
with security and convenience. The most convenient way to run a programme is 
to keep the books in the school library. Unfortunately, at some schools students 
are not willing to go to the library to pick up a homework book. If you leave the 
books in the classroom, they are easy for the students to access, but they are 
more likely to be stolen. At Kaisei our solution was to put the books on a cart 
and roll them into the classroom when needed.  The rest of the time they are 
locked up in a storage room. The book cart mentioned is available from an 
American library supply company called Brodart (www.brodart.com) Keep in 
mind it takes several months to ship a cart from the United States. In addition to 
the book cart, the students know they can always borrow books from the 
author’s desk. The ideal situation seems to be that of Seikei University where 
there is a large collection of books in the classroom and more books in the 
library as well.  
 
Sign out system 
    Some way is needed to know the students have returned the books. This can 
be as simple as a notebook in which students write their name and the name of 
the book they are borrowing or more complex with a book card in each book. 
The card system has the advantage of being a clear way to see when a book has 
not been returned, but lost cards or cards put in the wrong book can cause 
problems. 
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Time Constraints 
    Keep in mind the students and teachers are already quite busy before you 
make the addition of ER to your programme. If at all possible, find some way to 
add it to your programme officially such as a new course with time allotted or 
you risk students not taking ER seriously. 
 
Dictionary Use 
    A ban on dictionaries is often part of an ER programme despite conflicting 
research in this area. The most conclusive evidence is the author’s own M.A. 
dissertation which concerned this topic.  It found dictionaries can help low-level 
students, but that midlevel students are better off not using a dictionary 
(Stewart, 2005). The author feels the best advice is to tell students to use 
dictionaries if they wish, but to try to reach the point where they no longer need 
it. 
 
Tasks 
    Another controversial issue is whether students should have to do some task 
after reading a book. While conclusive evidence has not yet been produced on 
this issue, many programmes have students do some sort of a task such as a 
book report in order to show the book was actually read. The danger is that 
some students might read less books so they can avoid writing reports. 
 
Keeping records of what the students read 
    This could be records put down in a notebook, a chart on the wall or a 
collection of book reports in a file. More important than the system you use is 
the fact that you do something.  These records can be quite encouraging for the 
students as they see the amount of their work pile up. In addition records can be 
useful in helping students get the most out of the programme as teachers can 
quickly scan the records to see if students are reading the correct level or to 
recommend books for further reading. 
 
What level books do students read? 
    Students will not know what level to read without some advice from you. 
This can be as complex as a level test like the one for sale on the EPER website or 
as simple as having students open a book to a page at random and seeing how 
many unknown words are on the page.  If there are more than five unknown 
words, they should try an easier level. 
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Evaluation 
    This issue came up several times at the conference at Chiba University. 
Basically, doing a pretest and posttest is a good way to evaluate the students as 
you can give a grade based on their improvement.  You have to consider that 
their improvement might have come from another source as well if they are 
taking other English courses simultaneously. Therefore it is best to create your 
grades from several sources. The reading records can tell you the number of 
books a student has read, the level of difficulty of the books they have read and 
show any improvement. Book reports and presentations on the books are also 
useful ways to determine grades. 
 
Authentic Texts 
    Some teachers will argue that students should read authentic texts such as 
Time magazine or Harry Potter. I would argue that graded readers are authentic 
English. They are a message passed from a writer to a reader. As students 
improve their reading skills they can read more difficult books.  Graded readers 
are a step in that direction. 
 
Final Advice 
    Starting an ER programme can be quite complex, but it is worth the effort. 
Here are a few key points you should consider. Start small, but prepare for 
expansion. Once you have started a programme you will see its potential, so be 
prepared to expand it by having a system in place from the start. Make sure you 
have ongoing funding arranged.  Too many teachers end up running a 
programme with their own money to keep it going. Try to get the programme 
part of the curriculum.  Not only will that ease the financial burden, but it will 
get the students to take the course more seriously. You also want to have your 
colleagues take the course seriously as that will make your life easier as well. Be 
sure to explain to them why you are doing ER. Waring’s pamphlet and its 
Japanese translation are useful for this (Waring, 2000). Start with easy books so 
you will get the benefits of students moving up a level. Finally, read the books 
yourself.  The students will see you are taking the course seriously and you will 
have a better relationship with them. 
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Contacts 
• Daniel Stewart (ER / listening)  
 stewart_reading@mac.com 
• Edinburgh Project on Extensive Reading (EPER)   
 www.ials.ed.ac.uk/eper.html  
• Extensive Reading Pages  
 www.extensivereading.net 
• Booker Library Products (Japanese) 
 www.booker.co.jp 
• Kihara Library Products (Japanese) 
 www.kihara-lib.co.jp 
• Brodart Library Supplies (American)  
 www.brodart.com 
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